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National Organizations Merger
~WHAT TO KNOW~
BY KAT WATERS
For the past few years there have been two major national Working Equitation
organizations in the United States: the Confederation for Working Equitation and
WE United. In the quiet time forced upon us by the national health crisis, the call
from the membership and boards of both organizations to merge was heard and
answered. In May, the boards of both organizations met and constructed a plan
to merge. Teams of volunteers responsible for creating a merger plan for each
committee, element, and program, were formed from members of both
organizations. Each team brought their plan to both full boards for review and
approval; each element went to the membership for comment, then each plan
was approved with a non-binding vote. In August, after all the various proposals
had been approved, the full boards voted unanimously to merge the
organizations.
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Announcing for 2021, the New
England Judge Tours!

Featuring a series of B-Rated shows and
clinic availabilities with Top Level
Working Equitation Judges. Learn from
the best without leaving New England!
*Stay Tuned for more details*
Now in Phase 2, the final details are being hammered out to fully launch the new organization.
The new organization is USA Working Equitation (USAWE). The sheer number of hours that
went into this effort is truly mind boggling. The cooperative and motivated mindset that each
person brought to the Zoom conference table was heartening and remarkable.

Please bear with the volunteers as they work through these last pieces of the puzzle.
What does this exciting news mean for NEWEs?
This will mean there will be one:
National organization for members to join
National lifetime horse licensing registry
Competition licensing organization
Official licensing organization
National award and point system
Bottom line is that it will be so much simpler for all our
competitors, managers, officials, and volunteers! It will also make our
candidacy as a member country of the international governing working equitation
body, WAWE, much more potent.

MEMBERSHIP INCENTIVES
EARLY BIRD MEMBERSHIP SPECIAL ~~ JOIN NOW!
Members will save $5 by signing up for a 2021 membership before
December 31, 2020!
A full year NEWE membership
for only $20!
IN ADDITION:
All NEWE members will receive 10% off selected clinics
in 2021
A complimentary NEWE promotional item

www.newenglandwe.com

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Interested in becoming a Licensed
Official?
We want to support your path to satisfying
licensing credentials. For more information,
contact us at:
newenglandworkingequitation@gmail.com
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

2021 Events
May 22, Clinic with Stephanie Hayes ~
'Round the Corner Farm, Lyndeborough,
NH
June 11-21, Polly Limond ~ Locations
pending
July 9-19, Nicole Chastain Price ~
Locations pending
August 13-23, Tarrin Warren ~ Locations
pending
September 11-12, Clinic with Doreen
Atkinson ~ The Center for America's
First Horse, Johnson, VT
September 17-19, Region 6
Championship ~ Grange Park Equestrian
Center, Centre Hall, PA

Visit the NEWE website for an
up-to-date list of events:
https://www.newenglandwe.com/calendar

Like us on FaceBook

FROM THE JUNIOR CORRAL
BY ALYX WEST
It’s been a crazy summer. The WE shows I had scheduled were cancelled, clinics limited, and plans
brought to a screeching halt. At the beginning of the COVID-19 pandemic, I was unsure of what to do
with all of the extra time and lack of plans. My riding instructor helped me realize that I should embrace
this spare time and use it to improve my riding for when I can show. I had been struggling to keep my
horse in balance, and was also having trouble with my transitions. In my lessons we went back to a walk
and practiced different lateral movements that helped our balance. We did a million transitions. I had
more time to practice the Figure 8 and Drums obstacles that I had trouble with. Doing simple changes
were a challenge but by practicing all the transitions they became more consistent and fluid.
I was able to go on trail rides
with my friends and just enjoy spending time with the horses. I’m not focusing
on the negative of not being able to compete this year but looking forward to
when I can and trying to be ready to move up to Level 3 next year!

Training Tip ~
Working the Gate
Goal - to open and close the gate in one fluid motion.
Practice by preparing your horse
Stop & Settle by the gate on both sides of your
horse
Perfect your movement without the gate, using
standards as markers/guides
Practice fluidity in the turn on forehand &
haunches and side-pass

Kat Waters,
Founder

Stephanie Hayes,
Founder

Tips to Apply
Establish the walk transition & departure transition
one horse length away
You may slide your hand down the length of the gate
to maintain control
The horse should always bend in the direction of
travel
Always keep the horses haunches close to the gate this will give rider more control of gate
Work each component in small pieces, then put them
together. Walk away before you/ your horse become
tense.
Thank you to Kelli Crist & Tarrin Warren, authors of the
Working Equitation Handbook for this tip.

Wendy Allen

Deanna Durst

For more information and tips for improving obstacle work,
visit: https://www.workingequitationhandbook.com/ to
purchase a copy of the Working Equitation - Ease of
Handling Handbook!

